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 A scaling law is developed for monocrystalline PV modules with and without CCPC.
 Model and method for establishing the law are validated.
 CCPCs affect significantly the law for monocrystalline PV cells.
 The law is applied to predict the performance of PV/thermal modules with CCPC.a r t i c l e i n f o
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Scaling laws serve as a tool to convert the five parameters in a lumped one-diode electrical model of a
photovoltaic (PV) cell/module/panel under indoor standard test conditions (STC) into the parameters
under any outdoor conditions. By using the transformed parameters, a current-voltage curve can be
established under any outdoor conditions to predict the PV cell/module/panel performance. A scaling
law is developed for PV modules with and without crossed compound parabolic concentrator (CCPC)
based on the experimental current-voltage curves of six flat monocrystalline PV modules collected from
literature at variable irradiances and cell temperatures by using nonlinear least squares method.
Experiments are performed to validate the model and method on a monocrystalline PV cell at various
irradiances and cell temperatures. The proposed scaling law is compared with the existing one, and
the former exhibits a much better accuracy when the cell temperature is higher than 40 C. The scaling
law of a triple junction flat PV cell is also compared with that of the monocrystalline cell and the CCPC
effects on the scaling law are investigated with the monocrystalline PV cell. It is identified that the
CCPCs impose a more significant influence on the scaling law for the monocrystalline PV cell in compar-
ison with the triple junction PV cell. The proposed scaling law is applied to predict the electrical perfor-
mance of PV/thermal modules with CCPC.
 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
A photovoltaic (PV) module is subject to various climate condi-
tions in its outdoor operation. PV manufactures usually provide a
series of current-voltage (I-V) curves measured with standard
indoor laboratory conditions at various solar irradiances, namely1000, 800, 600, 400 and 200W/m2 and maintaining the cell tem-
perature at 25 C. Similarly, to evaluate the cell temperature effect
on I-V curve, the curve is also measured at variable cell tempera-
tures, namely 70, 50 and 25 C under a fixed irradiance of
1000W/m2 in laboratory.
However, predicting the I-V curves of a PV module under out-
door conditions with variable solar irradiance and environmental
effects poses significant challenges. Currently there are four
different approaches to tackle with this issue. In the first approach,
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the I-V curve measured at a specific irradiance with cell tempera-
ture is interpolated according to the measured I-V curve at STC
(e.g. at 25 C cell temperature, 1000W/m2 irradiance and AM1.5
solar spectrum) [1,2]. In the second approach, a five-point transla-
tion method can be adopted [3]. In that method, the temperature
and irradiance are correlated to the current and voltage at five
points, namely the short circuit, maximum power point, two inter-
mediate and open circuit points. The five-points are then traced at
any given irradiance and cell temperature, and as shown in [3,4]
and in [5], an I-V curve can be established with improved correla-
tions for the parameters with irradiance.
The third approach is a lumped model method based on five
(one-diode model) or seven (two-diode model) physical parame-
ters defining an I-V curve. All or parts of the curves are extracted
analytically or numerically from a known I-V curve at the short cir-
cuit, maximum and open circuit points at STC. These parameters or
a few of them are linked to the cell temperature and irradiance,
empirically or analytically, with some correlations. Finally, an I-V
curve at a given irradiance and cell temperature under off-STC
can be established with updated parameters with the aid of these
correlations. An extensive work on this topic has been done so far
by using three points. For example, a simple method is presented
in [6] to extract the five parameters from three points. Whereas,
an iterative approach is proposed in [7] to extract the five param-
eters with the predicted maximum power point (MPP) marching
experimental results. Variable irradiance and open-circuit voltage
are involved in the five parameter model performed by [8] that
involves a trial-and-error method, while an explicit model is pro-
posed in [9] to obtain the five parameters of PV panels based on
three points. In [10], however, the model is combined with a scal-
ing law with a constant temperature-dependent open-circuit coef-
ficient and the five parameters are determined numerically based
on the three points for flat PV panels.
The five-parameter model is improved by introducing variable
irradiance and open-circuit voltage into the model equation and
the five parameters are determined iteratively and applied to pre-
dict the PV panel electrical performance under outdoor conditions
in [11]. In [12], photo-current is considered an electrical model
parameter and solved with the other five parameters and an adjus-
table variable to consider the changes in irradiance and cell tem-
perature from three points. Like [11], variable irradiance and
open-circuit voltage are introduced into the model, then the five
parameters are decided from three points, and finally the model
is used to estimate a flat PV panel electrical performance under dif-
ferent irradiances and cell temperatures [13]. The determination of
five parameters based on three points is transformed into con-
strained nonlinear optimization problem and then optimized by
means of a generalized reduced gradient (GRG) algorithm [14].
Evolutionary algorithm is also applied into the determination of
five parameters from three points, as shown in [15]. Important
contributions to this method have also been made by [16–18]. In
these studies, additional formulas were proposed to determine
diode quality factor, n, lumped series resistance, Rs and shunt resis-
tance, Rsh, analytically. Further, two additional formulas were also
proposed in [17] for the diode reversal saturation current, one for
the short circuit point and the other for the maximum power point.
However, it was not clarified whether both the formulae can result
in the same reversal saturation current.
Alternatively, the five parameters can also be extracted by
means of a whole I-V curve. This fourth method is a least square
curve fitting technique by which a series of I-V points are fitted
with a lumped physical electrical model of a PV module by min-
imising the squared error between predicted and measured cur-
rents at all the measured voltages to determine the five model
parameters. To achieve a better curve fitting, various optimizationalgorithms, namely Newton model in [19], Levenberg-Marquardt
method in [20], genetic algorithms in [21,22], pattern search in
[23,24], bird mating optimizer in [25] and an improved artificial
fish swarm algorithm in [26], have been utilized to conduct the
minimising procedure.
The method for utilizing the five parameters to scale an I-V
curve under outdoor conditions is not only simple but also shows
a clear physical significance, so it is increasingly applied in solar
energy engineering. This method is adopted in this article.
The correlations of a one-diode or two-diode model parameters
to the solar irradiance and cell temperature in the third and fourth
methods are defined as the scaling law for the PV module. Cur-
rently, the I-V of a module is characterized indoors under STC, as
outlined above. In order to produce an I-V curve and track the
MPP under other operational conditions than STC, a scaling law
needs to be sought. However, the scaling laws determined men-
tioned above are for flat PV modules only. To date, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge there appears to be no scaling law that
can potentially be applicable to PV modules with crossed com-
pound parabolic concentrator (CCPC). Effects of CCPC on scaling
laws are therefore remaining unexamined, and it is also not clear
whether multi-junction PV cells/modules share the same scaling
law with monocrystalline PV cells/modules.
As a concentrating technique, compound parabolic concentra-
tors (CPC) have increasingly been developed and applied in solar
electricity generation [27–29] and solar air conditioner/electricity
installation [30]. This includes some innovative configurations
such as CPC presented in [31], crossed compound parabolic con-
centrator (CCPC) in [32], rotationally asymmetrical CCPC in [33],
and asymmetrical holographic lenses in [34]. CCPC is a concentrat-
ing device with as high as 84% optical efficiency to improve PV
modules/panels electrical power [32]. Therefore, it has been
involved in the new roof-top PV/T (thermal) systems for this Solar
SUNTRAP research project. By using a suitable scaling law, it is
anticipated that one can predict the output behaviour of a concen-
trating PV/T system (CPV/T), evaluate the technological design as
well as promote the market expansion of CCPC devices.
In this article, we aim to establish a scaling law for a monocrys-
talline CPV/T module based on a known I-V curve by means of a
one-diode electrical model. We study the effects of CCPC on the
scaling law as well as examine whether multi-junction PV cells
share the same scaling law with monocrystalline ones. At first, a
series of I-V experiments on monocrystalline PV cells with and
without CCPC are carried out. Then the method for establishing
the scaling law proposed and validated with experiments on the
monocrystalline PV cells. Thirdly, the CCPC effects on the scaling
law are identified to result in a new scaling law based on the law
extracted from the I-V curves of existing PV modules. Fourthly,
the scaling law obtained is compared with the existing one and
the difference in the scaling laws between the monocrystalline
and triple junction PV cells is clarified. Finally, the proposed scaling
law is applied to predict the electrical performance of two roof-top
CPV/T systems, installed at the University of Exeter, Penryn cam-
pus, UK and the University of Jaen, Jaen, Spain, respectively, under
outdoor conditions at a cell temperature of around 20 C and 40 C.2. Electrical model and scaling law
2.1. Electrical model
Usually, an I-V curve for a typical single-junction PV module
under STC using a single diode equivalent circuit is expressed
mathematically by the following relation with five lumped param-
eters, Eq. (1), including the photocurrent, Iph, which is usually equal
to short circuit current, Isc, diode reversal saturation current, Id,
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tance, Rsh.
I ¼ Iph  Id exp qðV þ RsIÞnkT
 
 1
 
 V þ RsI
Rsh
ð1Þ
where V and I are the output voltage and current of the module
respectively, q is the electron or elementary charge, q =
1.6021766208  1019 C, k is the Boltzmann constant, k =
1.38064852  1023 J/K. Iph depends on irradiance and a bit on cell
temperature, while Id is temperature-dependent only. Under STC,
the five parameters are denoted by Isc0; Id0, n0, Rs0 and Rsh0 at a cell
temperature T0, respectively, and Eq. (1) is rewritten as (2).
I ¼ Isc0  Id0 exp qðV þ Rs0IÞn0kT0
 
 1
 
 V þ Rs0I
Rsh0
ð2Þ
There have been four methods for extracting the five lumped phys-
ical parameters of STC I-V curves as mentioned in the introduction.
Here, as done in [35], the trust-region-reflective (TRR) least squares
algorithm, which can handle bound constraints, is used to deter-
mine the five parameters of PV cell/module by minimising the fol-
lowing objective function in MATLAB.
f ðIsc0; Id0;n0;Rs0;Rsh0Þ ¼
XN
i¼1
½ðIi  Iexpi ÞVexpi 
2 ð3Þ
where N is the number of experimental data points in I-V curve, Ii is
the current calculated from Eq. (2) with a set of temporary five
parameters at the ith measured voltage Vexpi , and I
exp
i is the current
at Vexpi .
Trust region denotes a subset of the region of an objective func-
tion which is approximated with a model function i.e. a quadratic
function. The minimum objective function should be achieved in
the trust region. In TRR method, the search step and size of trust
region are decided and updated according to the ratio of the real
change of the objective function to the predicted change in the
objective function by the model function to ensure sufficient
reduction of the objective function. Such procedures can result in
the trust region out of one bound. Thus, the search direction should
be reflected to the interior region constrained by the bounds with
the law of reflection in optics on that bound. Compared to the
Newton method and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms, the trust
region reflective method can ensure the optimization iteration
remaining in the strict feasible region with a 2nd-order conver-
gence rate [36].
Once a set of five parameters are settled, the maximum electri-
cal power will be tracked by minimizing the following objective
function with TRR
f ðImax;VmaxÞ ¼ 1IV ð4Þ
where Imax and Vmax are respectively the current and voltage at
which a maximum electrical power, Pmax, is achieved.
Potential error associated with the I-V curve measurements will
naturally have an impact on each of the fitted five parameters.
Thus, an estimation of the standard error/deviation from its true
value of these parameters is most important. In this work, the
bootstrap method [37], i.e. resampling procedure, is utilized to
resample the original experimental data for 500 times at every
experimental point by using the bootstrp function in MATLAB.
Then, 500 fitted five parameters are obtained by using these
resampled data. Finally, the mean value and standard deviation
of the five parameters are estimated by using the mean and std
functions as well as cov, corrcoef for covariances and correlation
coefficients in MATLAB.2.2. Procedure for the new scaling law
The implementation of a scaling law depends on the method
adopted to extract the five model parameters under STC. For exam-
ple, if the method for the three points in an I-V curve is used, a set
of relations specifying the change of short circuit, open circuit and
maximum power points in response to a variable irradiance and
cell temperature should be established beforehand. By using these
relations, the new position of the three points can be decided for
the variable irradiance and cell temperature. The new five param-
eters are extracted from the three positions to get the I-V curve at
that irradiance and cell temperature.
Here we do not use this methodology. Instead, we extract the
five electrical model parameters from a series of known scattered
points of an experimental I-V curve at first, then we track the
change of five parameters themselves with irradiance and cell tem-
perature, in turn obtain the I-V curve under the known irradiance
and cell temperature. Further, once the five parameters are decided
based on a known irradiance and cell temperature, the I-V curve
and its short circuit, maximum power and open circuit points are
settled accordingly. In this circumstance, the following scaling
law is proposed, Eq. (5), based on the existing proposals in
[6,9,11,12,15].
n ¼ n0
Rs ¼ ðS0=SÞmRs0
Rsh ¼ ðS0=SÞfRsh0
Iph ¼ ðS=S0Þn½Isc0 þ lðT  T0Þ
Id ¼ Id0ðT=T0Þc exp 1k ðE0=T0  E=TÞ
 
;
E ¼ E0½1 2:677 104ðT  T0Þ
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð5Þ
where four powers, m, f, n and c are determined by fitting the I-V
curves at various irradiances and cell temperatures under off STC,
l is the influence coefficient of cell temperature on Isc0 and can be
found in a PV module datasheet or determined simply by a trial-
and-error method, f represents the effect of irradiance on Rsh. It is
shown that Rsh exhibited the least impact on an I-V curve [35]
and our fitting excises also illustrated f value had an negligible
effect on the fitted results. Hence, f = 1 is held in the scaling law
expressed by Eq. (5). Note that unit eV of E0 and E should be con-
verted into J with the relation: 1 eV = 1.6021766208  1019 J when
k is in unit J/K in Eq. (5). The objective function for fitting the I-V
curves at various irradiances and cell temperatures under off-STC
is written as Eq. (6).
f ðm; n; cÞ ¼
XM
j¼1
XNj
i¼1
½ðIji  Iexpji ÞVexpji 
2 ð6Þ
where j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for 1000, 800, 600, 400 and 200 kW/m2
irradiance respectively at 25 C cell temperature, while j = 6, 7, 8
for 25, 50 and 75 C cell temperature respectively under 1 kW/m2
irradiance. M is the total number of I-V curves measured, here M
= 8, Nj is the number of experimental points on an I-V curve under
the jth test condition, Iexpji and V
exp
ji are the current and voltage
respectively at the ith test point under the jth test condition, and
Vji is the current given by Eq. (1) at V
exp
ji . The TRR least squares algo-
rithm is also used for the optimization of Eq. (6).
Once again, the bootstrap resampling procedure is applied to
obtain the mean, standard deviation, co-variances and correlation
coefficients of constants m, n and c.
3. Validation
At first, a series of experiments on the I-V curves of a monocrys-
talline 10  10 mm2 sized bare PV cell and a cell with an optical
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CCPC inlet area over its outlet area, is carried out, see Fig. 1. The
measurements were conducted under 1000, 800, 600 and 500W/
m2 irradiances and at 25 and 50 C cell temperatures, respectively.
The primary purpose of these experiments was to validate the
model and methods used in the paper, and then identify the effects
of CCPC on the scaling laws and also the differences in the laws
between the PV modules and PV cells. The indoor experiments
were conducted at Cardiff University.
In order to accurately electrically test the 10  10 mm2
monocrystalline silicon (m-Si) CPV cell, a thermally optimized
receiver was manufactured. This consisted of a copper plate with
a centrally-located hole drilled for incorporating a thermocouple,
a thermoelectric module (for accurate temperature control)
directly bonded to the m-Si CPV cell. The CPV cell electrical con-
tacts were carefully soldered on with attention being giving to
eliminate shorting and cell damage wherever possible.
The multi-junction receivers consisted of a novel architecture; a
sandwiched 2-PCB structure, allowing robust electrical and ther-
mal testing. The smaller geometry III-V cell (active area
5.5 mm  5.5 mm) was thermally contacted to the thermoelectric
module, with separate electrical connections being made to the
thermoelectric module and solar cell for operating independently.
The integrated PCB-CPV-TE device was mounted on a copper block
for accurate temperature measurements (analogous to the m-Si
receiver device architecture).
Experiments were done in a LOT Oriel LCS-100 94011A solar
simulator to determine the performance of both the m-Si and
triple-junction III-V CPV-TE receiver assemblies. A broadband solar
spectrum of AM 1.5G, considered as the reference spectrum
received from the sun, is used with wavelength range from 300
to 2500 nm [38], and hence can be considered representative for
our testing. A Kipp and Zonen CM11 pyranometer was used to
measure the global horizontal irradiance, with careful attention
to keep it level due to the angular sensitivity of a pyranometer’s
operation. The dome was cleaned to eliminate dirt effects. The ver-
tical height between the solar simulator lamp output and the pyra-
nometer was carefully measured with attention given to obtaining
a perpendicular reading. To correctly measure these devices, the
1000 W/m2 standard irradiance plane was measured. The top sur-
face of the CPV cell was then placed at the centre of the defined
irradiance plane to avoid any spatial uniformity errors of the irra-
diance, and to give highly reproducible results. The lamp height
was adjusted after the CCPC optics were added to maintain the
irradiance plane at the optical entrance to the device. The simula-
tor was allowed a substantial warm-up time to avoid spectral or
temporal anomalies.Fig. 1. Picture of integrated triple-junction CPV-TE device with CCPC optics.The receiver assemblies were placed on a water heat exchanger
for temperature stability and control, with the base of the receiver
temperature measured using a k-type thermocouple. A very thin
layer of thermal interface material was applied to maximise ther-
mal conductivity from the device to the heat exchanger. Top solar
cell surface temperature measurements were recorded with a FLIR-
i7 thermal imaging camera with an emissivity set at 0.6. Without
knowing the exact chemical composition of the AR coatings on
the solar cells, or the thickness of the Sylguard encapsulant used,
the surface emissivity cannot be quantified precisely. However,
all of the pre-set emissivity settings on the FLIR thermal camera
were tried (e.g. matt 0.95, semi-matt 0.8, semi-glossy 0.6 and
glossy 0.3). The value 0.6 gave the closest agreement under
steady-state operation, when comparing solar cell I-V parameters
such as short current and open circuit voltage with previous STC
testing data of the cell. For the ‘‘highest accuracy” the temperature
measurements were taken immediately after the FLIR camera re-
calibration. Contactless measurements, combined with thermo-
couple measurements, allowed evaluation of the thermal charac-
teristics of the CPV-TE receiver without affecting irradiance levels
on the cell.
The receivers were electrically connected using a four-wire
measurement to an AUTOLAB system. I-V characteristics were
measured inside of a blackened faraday cage to eliminate any light
from the environment. The thermoelectric modules incorporated
into both receiver assemblies were driven using an external power
supply, with the current driven to a specific value to obtain the
required cell temperature. This was chosen to be the control
method due the proportionality between a thermoelectric’s cre-
ated temperature difference and the supplied current. Due to the
thermoelectric module’s temperature dependence (internal resis-
tance, Seebeck co-efficient) voltage temperature control was not
used. The current input needed to achieve a given cell temperature
was highly reproducible.
To accurately calculate the confidence in the experimental read-
ings, the equipment used in these data were evaluated and their
manufacturer quoted uncertainties are collated. These are dis-
played in Table 1.
Secondly, the five parameters in Eq. (2) are decided by minimiz-
ing the objective function expressed by Eq. (3) in MATLAB by mak-
ing use of TRR based on the I-V curve measured at STC. To evaluate
the quality of the optimization based on the electrical power, the
following root-mean-square-error (RMSE) is defined in Eq. (7).
e1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPNSTC
i¼1 ½ðISTCiI
exp
STCi
ÞVexp
STCi
2
NSTC
r
PNSTC
i¼1 I
exp
STCi
Vexp
STCi
NSTC
	 
  100% ð7Þ
where NSTC is the number of scattered points in an experimental I-V
curve at STC; VexpSTC and I
exp
STC are the measured voltage and current at
STC respectively, and ISTC is the predicted current at STC.Thirdly, the
scaling law expressed by Eq. (5) is applied to the measured I-V
curves of the PV cell at off STC to decide the parameters such as
m, f, n and c by minimizing the objective function, i.e. Eq. (6) with
TRR. Similarly, a RMSE is defined as well to assess the quality of
the optimization by using Eq. (8).
e2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPM
j¼1
PNj
i¼1 ½ðIjiI
exp
ji
ÞVexp
ji
2PM
j
Nj
s
ð
PM
j¼1
PNj
i¼1 I
exp
ji
Vexp
jiPM
j
Nj
Þ
 100% ð8Þ
Note that the total number of experimental I-V curves used isM = 6.
Note that the numerators of Eqs. (7) and (8) are the standard devi-
ation of electric power, which is a measure to quantify the differ-
Fig. 2. Comparison of the I-V and power-V curves between the prediction (solid
line) and the measurement (dashed line) at STC (1000 W/m2, 25 C) for a bare flat
PV cell 100516.
Table 1
Electrical experimental test uncertainties.
Equipment Interval
(resolution)
Interval Range of
reading
Uncertainty Other
AutoLab I: 6  106 A ±3  106 A ±2 A Accuracy: ±0.2%
V: 3  107 V ±1.5  107 V ± 10 V
Pyranometer (Kipp & Zohon CMP11) A:12 lV/(Wm2) 2.56 lV
(Wm2)
285–2800 nm Temperature change:
<1%
Range: 40–80 C
B:8.89 lV
(Wm2)
Time change: <5 s 4000 W/m2 max
C:9.01 lV
(Wm2)
Spectral Radiometer (Macam SR9910.V7) 1 nm 0.5 m 24–800 ±20 C Stability 10 to 400 C Operating range:
Silicon reference cell (seaward Solar Survey
100)
1 W/m2 0.5 W/m2 100–1250 W/
m2
1 ± 0.5 (res angles)
FLIRi7 0.1 C 0.05 C 20 to 250 C 9 Hz, 75–13 lm detection
IR Thermometer (Maplin TN439L0) 3 C 1.5 C 25 to 265 C Area@Distance
expansion
0.08 m2@0.6 m
0.13 m2@1 m
Thermocouples (Type K, PTFE, 1 m, RS:363-
0250)
3 C 1.5 C 75 to 250 C
Thermocouple reader (Fluke 52 Series II) 0.1 C 0.05 C 0–9999 C Resolution depends on
thermocouple
Multimeter (Chauvin Arnoux CA5231) V:0.01 mV V:0.005 mV 0–1000 V
Ohms:0.1 0.05 Ohm 0–60 MOhm
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and thus have nothing to do with the power magnitude itself. While
the denominators of Eqs. (7) and (8) are the mean of the experimen-
tal electric power to make the standard deviation dimensionless. As
a result, the curve fitting quality for various PV cells, modules and
panels can be assessed with the same scale.
The five electrical parameters at STC and the four parameters
for the scaling law have been summarized in Table 2 based on
the experimental measurement data (with about 240 scattered
points in an I-V curve). In the table the parameters are expressed
with mean value ± standard deviation. The current- and power-
voltage curves predicted by using the optimized five parameters
at STC are compared with those of the measurements and illus-
trated in Fig. 2. In the scaling law parametric optimization, the ref-
erence band gap of Si material, E0 = 1.121 eV, at 25 C, is held. Since
the RMSE, e1, is as low as 0.61% as shown in Table 2, the agreement
achieved between the measurement and the model prediction is
considered to be excellent.
The current-voltage and power-voltage curves, estimated by
the four parameters optimized for the scaling law as in Table 2,
are also compared with the observations in Fig. 3 at variable irra-
diance and cell temperature. The RMSE e2 is predicted to be as
low as 2.05%, as presented in Table 2, thus confirming that the four
optimized parameters result in a very good prediction of the
current- and power-voltage curves under the off-STCs. Overall,
the results above indicate the proposed models as well as the opti-
mization algorithm used are sensible and provide results with a
satisfactory prediction accuracy.Table 2
Five parameters in electrical model and four constants in scaling law for bare
monocrystalline PV cell 100516.
Model Parameter Optimized value
Electric model n0 1.2626 ± 0.0100
Rs0 (X) 1.5273  102 ± 3.5401  103
Rsh0 (X) 4.9941  103 ± 5.5244  102
Isc0 (A) 3.6654  102 ± 6.23  105
Id0 (lA) 5.4370  104 ± 7.40  105
e1 (%) 0.6116 ± 0.1211
Scaling law n 1.1828 ± 0.0047
m 0.8041 ± 0.0573
c 11.8155 ± 0.0748
l 2.5  105
e2 (%) 2.0520 ± 0.1345Generally, the standard deviations of five parameters in the
electrical model or three constants in the scaling law is one-
order smaller than the corresponding means, and it is even lower
for three constants in the scaling law.
A correlation coefficient of two variables is related to their
covariance and defined by the following expressionqab ¼
Covða; bÞ
rarb
ð9Þwhere Covða; bÞ is the covariance of two variables, for the electrical
model a, b = Rs0; Rsh0; n0; Id0 and Isc0, ra and rb are the standard devi-
ations of two variables; for the scaling law, a, b = m; n and c. These
statistic parameters can be estimated in MATLAB after least-
squares optimizations are finished against the 500 data series
resampled with the bootstrap method. The correlation coefficient
matrices of the five parameters in the electrical model and three
constants in the scaling law are listed below:
Fig. 3. Comparison of the I-V and P-V curves between the prediction (solid line) and the measurement (dashed line) at 1000W/m2 and variable cell temperature (a), 25 C and
variable irradiance (b) and (c).
760 W. Li et al. / Applied Energy 202 (2017) 755–771And1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:1041ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:2139ðqRs0n0Þ 0:2085ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:2261ðqRs0 Isc0 Þ
0:1041ðqRsh0Rs0Þ 1ðqRsh0Rsh0 Þ 0:1663ðqRsh0n0 Þ 0:1629ðqRsh0Id0 Þ 0:1049ðqRsh0 Isc0 Þ
0:2139ðqn0Rs0 Þ 0:1663ðqn0Rsh0Þ 1ðqn0n0 Þ 0:9947ðqn0 Id0 Þ 0:0119ðqn0Isc0 Þ
0:2085ðqId0Rs0 Þ 0:1629ðqId0Rsh0 Þ 0:9947ðqId0n0 Þ 1ðqId0Id0Þ 0:0541ðqId0 Isc0 Þ
0:2261ðqIsc0Rs0 Þ 0:1049ðqIsc0Rsh0Þ 0:0119ðqIsc0n0 Þ 0:0541ðqIsc0 Id0 Þ 1ðqIsc0 Isc0 Þ
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð10Þ1ðqmmÞ 0:0915ðqmnÞ 0:0274ðqmcÞ
0:0915ðqnmÞ 1ðqnnÞ 0:0379ðqncÞ
0:0274ðqcmÞ 0:0379ðqcnÞ 1ðqccÞ
2
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3
75 ð11Þ
It is found that in the electrical model, two parameters, n0 and Id0,
are very strongly correlated, while for the other parameter pairs
such as n0 and Rs0, Id0 and Rs0, Isc0 and Rs0, a weak correlation exists.
The parameter Rsh0 has no correlation to the other parameters. Thus,the influence of n0 and Id0 on the current is the largest, the effect of
Rsh0 is the least, and the impact of the rest is in between. This out-
come is in agreement with the results from the parametric sensitiv-
ity analysis presented in [35].
In the scaling law model, the off-diagonal correlation coeffi-
cients are two-order less the coefficients on diagonal. Therefore
the parameters, m, n and c have no correlation and are independent
to each other.
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4.1. Scaling law for the flat PV modules
Experimental data of six monocrystalline PV modules, namely
BM60 265BB [39], Hyundai S325TI [40], Sanyo HIT215 [41], Shell
SM50 [42], SILVANTIS D330 [6], and TSM270 DC05A [43] collected
from literature and company datasheets, are involved to establish a
new scaling law for the PV/T modules with CCPC (a new roof-top
system described in Section 4.4). The I-V curves of theses PV mod-
ules are digitized by means of software and the number of scat-
tered points in an I-V curve is around 12–30, which is in
agreement with the data sheets of the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) in Gaithersburg, Markland, USA [5].
At first, the five parameters of these PV modules are determined
through an optimization process according to their I-V curves
tested at STC, then the three powers are optimized against the
experimental I-V curves under the off-STC conditions to get the
scaling law. Note that the band gap, E0 = 1.121 eV for silicon at
25 C, is imposed during the three-parameter optimization process.
Finally, the average values of the three powers are deemed as the
appreciate powers for the monocrystalline PV modules. In the first
and second procedures, the bootstrap resampling method has been
implemented to obtain statistic parameters of the variables in the
electrical model and scaling law, respectively.
Table 3 presents the five parameters extracted with the corre-
sponding RMSE e1 for the six PV modules under STC. The four
model parameters for the scaling law are also illustrated in Table 3.
Like Table 2, the optimized parameters are represented by their
means along with standard deviations. Because the experimental
data with limited data points are taken from the PV module cata-
logue manual, which are not as smooth as our own experimental
data, the RMSE e1 and e2 can be as large as 2.24% and 17.92%,
respectively, in the worst cases.
A series of comparison are made in Figs. 4–6 between the model
predictions and the measurements for the I-V curves and power-
voltage curves at variable cell temperatures and different irradi-
ances. The largest difference from the experimental data is found
at 600, 400 and 200W/m2 irradiances, which suggests that accu-
rate experimental data of PV modules at low irradiances are
needed. At three or four cell temperatures, the model predictions
agree very well with the observations, indicating the model can
cope with the cell temperature variation precisely.
The correlation coefficient matrices of the parameters in the
electric model and the constants in the scaling law were extracted
and expressed by (12) and (13), respectively, for the PV module
BM60 265BB. These matrices for the rest PV panel are listed in
Appendix A.
1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:2574ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:8582ðqRs0n0 Þ 0:8430ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:5027ðqRs0 Isc0 Þ
0:2574ðqRsh0Rs0 Þ 1ðqRsh0Rsh0 Þ 0:2925ðqRsh0n0 Þ 0:3033ðqRsh0 Id0 Þ 0:2351ðqRsh0 Isc0 Þ
0:8582ðqn0Rs0 Þ 0:2925ðqn0Rsh0 Þ 1ðqn0n0 Þ 0:9922ðqn0 Id0 Þ 0:6034ðqn0 Isc0 Þ
0:8430ðqId0Rs0 Þ 0:3033ðqId0Rsh0 Þ 0:9922ðqId0n0 Þ 1ðqId0 Id0 Þ 0:6245ðqId0 Isc0 Þ
0:5027ðqIsc0Rs0 Þ 0:2351ðqIsc0Rsc0 Þ 0:6034ðqIsc0n0 Þ 0:6245ðqIsc0 Id0 Þ 1ðqIsc0 Isc0 Þ
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð12Þ
AndTable 3
Five parameters extracted for six monocrystalline PV modules under STC.
PV module n0 Rs0 (X) Rsh0 (X)
BM60 265BB 90.6283 ± 1.3360 0.2163 ± 0.0032 1.299966  105 ± 3.0
Hyundai S325TI 87.3248 ± 0.0013 0.2206 ± 0.0012 7.5612  102 ± 12.30
Sanyo HIT215 123.8192 ± 4.1438 0.4768 ± 0.0181 1.5360  104 ± 4992
Shell SM55 47.4443 ± 1.4535 0.3021 ± 0.0248 1.0998  103 ± 99.27
SILVANTIS D330 99.7249 ± 1.5862 0.2356 ± 0.0043 2.7477  103 ± 249.3
TSM270 DC05A 95.9918 ± 2.2074 0.2210 ± 0.0040 2.4959  104 ± 5.0041ðqmmÞ 0:0639ðqmnÞ 0:1014ðqmcÞ
0:0639ðqnmÞ 1ðqnnÞ 0:0190ðqncÞ
0:1014ðqcmÞ 0:0190ðqcnÞ 1ðqccÞ
2
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3
75 ð13Þ
For the parameters in the electric model, there is a significant cor-
relation between n0 and Id0, Rs0 and n0, Id0 and Rs0, there is a certain
correlation between Isc0 and n0, Isc0 and Id0, however, there is a
weakened correlation for Isc0 and Rs0. Once again Rsh0 has no corre-
lation to the other parameters. For the constants in the scaling law,
there is no correlation between any of the two different constants.
Compared to the elements in the correlation coefficient matrix of
(10) for the PV cell, the element magnitude off-diagonal is smaller
than the corresponding element magnitude in (12) for PV modules.
4.2. Comparison with the existing scaling law
Existing scaling laws can be found in [6,12,44], and the most
popular ones are written as
n ¼ n0
Rs ¼ Rs0
Rsh ¼ ðS0=SÞRsh0
Iph ¼ ðS=S0Þ½Isc0 þ lðT  T0Þ;l ¼ 3:74 103
Id ¼ Id0ðT=T0Þ3 exp 1k ðE0T0 ETÞ
h i
; E ¼ E0½1 2:677 104ðT  T0Þ
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð14Þ
In comparison with the mean values of the four parameters of the
six PV modules extracted are shown in Table 4, and it is seen that
the scaling laws for the electric model variables n and Rsh are the
same as those in Eq. (14). However, for the rest of the variables, they
are different, especially for variable Id. For Rs and Rsh, the extracted
mean power values are 0.6583 and 0.9087 compared with 1 in Eq.
(14). For Id, the extracted value is 13.3337 compared with 3 in
Eq. (14).To examine the effectiveness of the existing scaling laws
of Eq. (14), we choose the Shell SM55 randomly as an example for
this purpose. Fig. 7 illustrates the predicted I-V and Power-V curves
against the experimental data. The predicted I-V and power-V
curves at variable irradiances at 25 C cell temperature seem rea-
sonably good, but the predicted I-V curves at 40 C and 60 C cell
temperatures and constant 1000W/m2 irradiance are very poor
from the ‘elbow’ to the open circuit point, resulting in a 66.30%
RMSE e2. This will lead to an under-estimated maximum electrical
power and open circuit voltage.
4.3. Comparison of the scaling laws between a bare PV cell and a cell
with CCPC
At first, the five parameters in the electric model expressed with
Eq. (2), were extracted from the experimental I-V data of a bare flat
PV cell without CCPC (i.e. CR = 1), then the four parameters were
decided using the scaling law in Eq. (5). These parameters have
been shown in Table 2. For comparison between the different cases
for the scaling laws, the four parameters are illustrated once again
in Table 5 as Case 1.Isc0 (A) Id0 (lA) e1 (%)
005  104 9.0717 ± 0.0276 0.4079 ± 0.0890 0.7069 ± 0.2540
22 8.5433 ± 0.0025 1.5458  102 ± 0.0009 0.8202 ± 0.1054
.0169 5.5457 ± 0.0481 0.6586 ± 0.2882 2.2363 ± 0.7608
38 3.4472 ± 0.0201 9.0288  102 ± 0.0096 1.9566 ± 0.3743
252 9.1624 ± 0.0355 1.5862  101 ± 0.0408 0.8616 ± 0.3703
8  103 9.3446 ± 0.0430 1.4484 ± 0.6560 1.0276 ± 0.3878
Fig. 4. Comparison of the I-V curves predicted (solid line) by the scaling laws produced and those from literature (dashed line and symbol) at various cell temperatures and
1000 W/m2 irradiance for six PV modules.
762 W. Li et al. / Applied Energy 202 (2017) 755–771Next, the six-parameters for the electric model of a PV cell with
CCPC were decided by the experimental I-V curve. This model was
proposed in [35] and is shown as followsI ¼ CRmIsc0  Id0 exp qðV þ Rs0IÞn0kT0
 
 1
 
 V þ Rs0I
Rsh0
ð15Þ
Fig. 5. Comparison of the predicted I-V curves (solid line) by the scaling law produced and those from literature (dashed line and symbol) at various irradiances and constant
cell temperature 25 C for six PV modules.
W. Li et al. / Applied Energy 202 (2017) 755–771 763where m is a newly introduced parameter named as an optical gain
coefficient to be used to characterise the CCPC optical behaviour.
Based on the extracted six parameters, the four parameters in thescaling laws were optimized against the measured I-V curve of
the PV cell with CCPC (CR = 3.6). These parameters are given in
Table 5 as Case 1.
Fig. 6. Comparison of the predicted power curves (solid line) by the scaling law produced and the measurements from literature (dashed line and symbol) various irradiances
and constant cell temperature 25 C for six PV modules.
764 W. Li et al. / Applied Energy 202 (2017) 755–771Thirdly, the six parameters in Eq. (15) were optimized based on
the two I-V curves, one is for the bare PV cell without CCPC and the
other is for the cell with CCPC, the details can be found in [35].
Finally, the four parameters in the scaling laws were determined
letting CR = 1 for the bare PV cell and CR = 3.6 for the cell with CCPC.These parameters are tabulated in Table 5 as Case 2 and it is shown
that the three parameters in the scaling laws such as n, m and c show
a significant change from the bare PV cell to the cell with CCPC.
In average, n can be increased by 5%, m by 15%, and c by 20%,
i.e. n = 0.9542, m = 0.7570 and c = 10.6670, while the other param-
Table 4
Four parameters in scaling law for six monocrystalline PV modules.
PV module n m c l e2 (%)
BM60 265BB 0.8367 ± 0.0121 0.8963 ± 0.0396 11.5675 ± 0.0647 4.75  103 4.0355 ± 0.3373
Hyundai S325TI 0.9148 ± 0.0161 0.4737 ± 0.1299 8.8661 ± 0.0639 4.75  103 4.3890 ± 0.3742
Sanyo HIT215 1.0652 ± 0.0093 1.0298 ± 0.01523 18.7262 ± 0.1035 1.68  103 6.8303 ± 0.5706
Shell SM55 0.92573 ± 0.0073 0.5231 ± 0.0413 12.4158 ± 0.2203 1.75  103 17.9170 ± 3.0611
SILVANTIS D330 0.9023 ± 0.0015 0.5018 ± 0.0126 11.2650 ± 0.1827 4.75  103 7.6404 ± 1.1420
TSM270 DC05A 0.80761 ± 0.0096 0.5713 ± 0.0938 17.1618 ± 0.0615 4.75  103 5.0755 ± 0.2419
Average 0.9087 0.6583 13.3337 3.74  103 7.6480
Fig. 7. Comparison of the I-V and power-V curves of PV module Shell SM55 between the prediction (solid line) and the measurements (dashed line and symbol) at STC and
off-STC, the predictions are made by using the existing scaling laws expressed with Eq. (14).
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laws based on bare PV modules are approximate to the PV modules
with CCPC.
4.4. Comparison of the scaling laws between monocrystalline and
triple junction PV cells
A series of experiments were also performed for the I-V curves
of IQE PCB 2 triple junction bare PV cell. These cells are exploratory
high efficiency cells based on GaInP/GaInAs/Ge materials which are
being developed at IQE plc. The measurements were conducted
under 1000, 800, 600 and 500W/m2 irradiance and at 25, 50 C cell
temperatures, respectively, for the bare PV cell and the cell with a
CCPC on top. The five or six parameters in the electric model are
extracted and the constants in the scaling laws are decided as well.In the scaling law’s parameter optimization, the reference band gap
of Ge material, E0 = 0.663 eV at 25 C, is held because Ge is the base
material.
As shown in Table 6, the bare PV cell of IQE PCB 2 is subject to a
quite different c and l in comparison with the bare cell of
monocrystalline PV cell 100516 in Table 2, suggesting the triple
junction PV cell is less affected by the cell temperature than a sin-
gle junction silicon cell does. Further, it seems that the scaling law
of the triple junction PV cell presented in Table 7 is less influenced
by the CCPC compared with the monocrystalline PV cell 100516.
4.5. Application of the scaling law
The scaling law is applied to predict the electric performance of
a newly developed CPV/T roof-top system as shown in Fig. 8. The
Table 5
Parameters in scaling law for PV cell 100516 with and without CCPC.
Case Parameters CR Effect of
CCPC (%)
Mean effect of CCPC (%) Approximate
correction (%)
1 3.6
Case
1
n 1.1826 ± 0.0045 1.2441 ± 0.0031 5.20 3.64 5
m 0.8041 ± 0.0597 0.9009 ± 0.0576 12.04 12.33 15
c 11.8155 ± 0.0681 7.7028 ± 0.0340 34.81 21.92 20
l 2.5  105 2.5  105 0 0 0
Case
2
n 1.2255 ± 0.0068 1.2509 ± 0.0042 2.08 Mean effect of CCPC on a parameter is the arithmetic mean of the
effects in Case 1 & 2 for that parameter.
m 0.8021 ± 0.0861 0.9034 ± 0.0547 12.63
c 8.5975 ± 0.0652 7.8203 ± 0.1027 9.04
l 2.5  105 2.5  105 0
1In Case 1, the I-V experimental data of bare PV cell or PV cell with CCPC are used separately for determining five parameters in electric model; in Case 2, the I-V experimental
data of both bare cell and cell with CCPC are used simultaneously.
2The effect of CCPC on three constants is defined as the percentage of the difference in a parameter between the cell with CCPC and the bare cell over the parameter of the bare
cell.
Table 6
Five parameters in electric model and four constants in scaling law for bare PV cell
IQE PCB 2 without CCPC.
Model Parameter Value optimized
Electric model n0 5.1745 ± 0.0834
Rs0 (X) 2.1408  103 ± 5.4993  104
Rsh0 (X) 7.9889  104 ± 5.3355  103
Isc0 (A) 4.0775  103 ± 9.7730  105
Id0 (lA) 2.8836  104 ± 6.4214  105
e1 (%) 2.9847 ± 0.5587
Scaling law n 1.1111 ± 0.0012
m 0.6544 ± 0.1904
c 5.0016 ± 0.0435
l 3  106
e2 (%) 1.8795 ± 0.0591
766 W. Li et al. / Applied Energy 202 (2017) 755–771system consists of four PV/T modules which include two flat PV/T
modules (9  9 flat and 2  2 flat) and two PV/T modules with
CCPC (9  9 CCPC and 2  2 CCPC), which are enclosed in a box
with a top glass cover. The connections between these modules
are illustrated in Fig. 8(b). PV cells used are made of monocrys-
talline silicon with the cell sizes of 10 mm  10 mm for 9  9 flat
module and 9  9 CCPC modules, 50.5 mm  50.5 mm for flat
2  2 and 2  2 CCPC modules. CCPCs are subject to a 3.6 CR with
84% peak optical efficiency. The finned heat exchangers installed
under each of the PV modules are the same in structure, geometri-
cal shape and dimensions as well as material. The extracted six
parameters in the electric model of the four modules have been
presented in [35] in indoor experiments.
An in-house quasi-steady multiphysics code is developed to
predict both the electrical and thermal performances of the PV/T
modules connected in a series by making using of the coupled
lumped optical, electric and thermal models in MATLAB. In order
to validate the scaling law proposed, an outdoor experimental
study was conducted in Penryn campus, University of Exeter,Table 7
Four parameters in scaling law for PV cell IQE2PCB1504 with and without CCPC.
Case Parameter CR
1 4
Case 1 n 1.1111 1.141
m 0.6544 0.656
c 5.0016 6.27
l 3  106 3  10
Case 2 n 1.1341 1.136
m 0.6430 0.655
c 4.5391 4.19
l 3  10–6 3  10
Notation is the same as that of Table 5, but E0 = 0.663 eV for Ge is in the models.England, on 17 September 2015. The measured solar irradiance
incident onto the PV/T modules surface, ambient temperature
and water temperature at the inlet of 9  9 flat heat exchanger
are presented in Fig. 9(a) in terms of the clock daytime at a given
water flow rate of 2.96 L/min. The monitored wind speed and
ambient temperature are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 9
(b). These data are used as an input into the code along with the
optical, thermal property constants of the glass cover, silicon layer
and absorber as well as flat module and incidence upon the four
modules in terms of time as shown in Fig. 9(c). The incidence angle
modifier (IAM) vs incidence relationship is presented [45] and the
optical efficiency of CCPC modules shown in Fig. 9(d) is predicted
by ANSYS CFX, and then three cases are run.
In scenario 1, the scaling law for the flat PV modules without
CCPC correction shown in Table 3 is involved. In scenario 2, the
scaling laws for the flat PV modules but with CCPC correction, in
which n is increased by 5%, m by 15%, and c by 20%; while the rest
parameters f and m remain unchanged, are embedded, i.e.
n¼n0
Rs ¼ðS0=SÞmRs0;m¼0:7570
Rsh ¼ðS0=SÞfRsh0;f¼ 1
Iph ¼ðS=S0Þn½Isc0þlðTT0Þ;n¼0:9542;l¼ 3:74103
Id ¼ Id0ðT=T0Þc exp½1k ðE0=T0E=TÞ;E¼ E0½12:677104ðTT0Þ;c¼10:6670
8>>><
>>>:
ð16Þ
In scenario 3, the existing scaling law expressed in Eq. (14) are
activated. The cell temperature of the four modules is illustrated
in Fig. 10(a). The temperature steadily rises from the first module
9  9 flat to the last module 2  2 CCPC, but it is not beyond 20 C.
The electric energy gained by the four modules is presented in
Fig. 10(b). It is clear that the scaling law without CCPC correction
can result in a significant error in the electric performance predic-
tion for the PV/T module with CCPC. Once the law is corrected
with the CCPC effect, the prediction approaches to the measure-
ment. The prediction made by the existing scaling law, Eq. (15),Effect of CCPC (%) Mean effect of CCPC (%)
2 2.71 1.44
0 0.24 1.13
78 25.52 8.98
6 0 0
0 0.17
9 2.01
58 7.56
6 0
Fig. 9. Outdoor measured solar irradiance, S, water temperature at the inlet of heat exchanger in 9  9 flat module, Tin , ambient temperature, Ta , wind speed and incidence,
Vwind , in the day of 17 September 2015 in Penryn, England, as well as CCPC optical efficiency in terms of incidence, gopt , predicted by ANSYS CFX, (a) irradiance and water
temperature, (b) ambient temperature and wind speed, (c) incidence in terms of time, (d) optical efficiency as a function of incidence.
(a)
(c) 
Outdoor, Ta
Thermal load
9x9CCPC
Collector 
2x2flat
Water tank
TloadOutdoor, Ta
Tin
2x2CCPC
9x9flat
(b) 
S
Fig. 8. PV/T roof-top system picture in Penryn (a) and in Jaen (b) as well as the system block diagram (c).
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Fig. 10. Predicted cell temperature in 9  9 flat, 9  9 CCPC, 2  2 flat and 2  2 CCPCmodules (a) and electric energy obtained by the four modules (b) at a flow rate of 2.96 L/
min.
768 W. Li et al. / Applied Energy 202 (2017) 755–771is slightly poorer than the results produced by the proposed scal-
ing law with CCPC effect correction.
The second example of application for the scaling law is the out-
door observation on the same roof-top system mentioned above
made on 11 July 2016 in the Centro de Estudios Avanzados en
Energía y Medio Ambiente (CEAEMA) at University of Jaen, south-
ern Spain. The irradiance, ambient temperature, and the water
temperature at the inlet of the heat exchanger of 9  9 flat module
as well as the incidence are shown in Fig. 11 in terms of time.
The predicted cell temperature in the four modules and the
electric energy generated by the four modules are presented in
Fig. 12. The peak cell temperature can be as high as 42 C. Once
again, the prediction made by the scaling law with CCPC correction
shows good agreement with the monitored result.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the terminology scaling
law for PV panel/module/cell appears to be named for the first time
in solar energy engineering. In the paper, we collected the I-V data
from existing PV modules under variable cell temperature and irra-
diance conditions firstly, then extracted the five parameters in the
electric model, subsequently, the constants in the scaling law. Thus,
thedetermined constants in theproposed scaling lawaremoreprac-
tical and feasible. In addition, the CCPC effect on the lawwas consid-
ered with our experimental data. This idea is new and original. As a
result, the predicted electric energy obtained by the roof-top PV/T
system was in better agreement with the measurement than the
energy estimated by the existing scaling law.
Furthermore, by using this law the electric performance of a PV
module/cell under outdoor conditions can be easily determined
based on the performance under indoor conditions. The proposed
scaling law can also be applied to optimize the outdoor operation
condition of PV/T modules.
It was shown the approach and algorithms used to extract the
parameters in both the electric model and the scaling law are accu-
rate and robust. They potentially can be adopted to establish the
electric model and scaling law for other types of PV modules.5. Conclusions
A set of scaling laws were proposed to convert the five param-
eters of electric model at STC to those obtained not under STC and
subsequently to obtain the corresponding I-V curves. The constantsin the scaling law are determined for the six monocrystalline PV
modules by making use of the nonlinear least squares algorithm
in MATLAB. The bootstrap resampling method was adopted to esti-
mate statistic errors of the parameters in the electric model and
the constants in the scaling law. The correlation coefficient matri-
ces of these parameters and constants were discussed. The algo-
rithm and method are validated by using the experimental I-V
curves of a monocrystalline PV cell. These algorithms and methods
are applied to the six PV modules and the corresponding five
parameters are determined, and the new scaling law is put forward
by taking the mean values of them. The law is compared with the
existing scaling law. The effects of CCPC on the scaling law identi-
fied for monocrystalline silicon and triple junction III-V PV cell are
clarified. The existing scaling law leads to quite a large error in the
I-V curves at high cell temperatures from the ‘elbow’ of the curve
to the open circuit point. The scaling laws of monocrystalline PV
cell are influenced more greatly by the CCPC than those of the tri-
ple junction PV cell. It is necessary to involve the CCPC effect into
the scaling law.
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Appendix A. Correlation coefficient matrices of parameters in
electric model and constants in scaling law
For Hyundai S325TI PV module, the correlation coefficient
matrix of five parameters in the electric model is as follows:
1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:6230ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:9994ðqRs0n0 Þ 0:8351ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:9782ðqRs0 Isc0 Þ
0:6230ðqRsh0Rs0 Þ 1ðqRsh0Rsh0 Þ 0:6254ðqRsh0n0 Þ 0:4597ðqRsh0 Id0 Þ 0:4967ðqRsh0 Isc0 Þ
0:9994ðqn0Rs0 Þ 0:6254ðqn0Rsh0 Þ 1ðqn0n0 Þ 0:8472ðqn0 Id0 Þ 0:9753ðqn0 Isc0 Þ
0:8351ðqId0Rs0 Þ 0:4597ðqId0Rsh0 Þ 0:8472ðqId0n0 Þ 1ðqId0 Id0 Þ 0:7892ðqId0 Isc0 Þ
0:9782ðqIsc0Rs0 Þ 0:4967ðqIsc0Rsh0 Þ 0:9753ðqIsc0n0 Þ 0:7892ðqIsc0 Id0 Þ 1ðqIsc0 Isc0 Þ
2
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3
7777775
ðA1Þ
And the matrix of the constants in the scaling law is as follows:
Fig. 11. Outdoor measured solar irradiance, S, water temperature at the inlet of heat exchanger in 9  9 flat module, Tin , ambient temperature, Ta , wind speed and incidence,
Vwind , in the day of 11 July 2016 in Jaen, Spain, (a) irradiance and water temperature, (b) ambient temperature and wind speed, (c) incidence in terms of time.
Fig. 12. Predicted cell temperature in 9  9 flat, 9  9 CCPC, 2  2 flat and 2  2 CCPC modules (a) and electric energy obtained by the four modules (b) at a flow rate of 1.24 L/
min.
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75 ðA2ÞLikewise, for the PV modules such as Sanyo HIT215, Shell SM55, SIL-
VANTIS D330 and TSM270 DC05A, these correlation coefficient
matrices are expressed by (A3) and (A4), (A5) and (A6), (A7) and
(A8), (A9) and (A10), respectively:
1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:3228ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:9015ðqRs0n0 Þ 0:8463ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:3908ðqRs0Isc0 Þ
0:3228ðqRsh0Rs0 Þ 1ðqRsh0Rsh0 Þ 0:3644ðqRsh0n0 Þ 0:3728ðqRsh0 Id0 Þ 0:2822ðqRsh0 Isc0Þ
0:9015ðqn0Rs0 Þ 0:3644ðqn0Rsh0 Þ 1ðqn0n0 Þ 0:9753ðqn0 Id0Þ 0:6217ðqn0 Isc0 Þ
0:8463ðqId0Rs0 Þ 0:3728ðqId0Rsh0 Þ 0:9753ðqId0n0 Þ 1ðqId0 Id0 Þ 0:6674ðqId0 Isc0 Þ
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3
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And1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:2752ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:9207ðqRs0n0Þ 0:8629ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:4376ðqRs0 Isc0 Þ
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And1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:2548ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:8593ðqRs0n0 Þ 0:8449ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:3124ðqRs0 Isc0 Þ
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And
1ðqRs0Rs0 Þ 0:1898ðqRs0Rsh0 Þ 0:7657ðqRs0n0 Þ 0:7447ðqRs0 Id0 Þ 0:4564ðqRs0Isc0 Þ
0:1896ðqRsh0Rs0 Þ 1ðqRsh0Rsh0 Þ 0:2119ðqRsh0n0 Þ 0:2048ðqRsh0 Id0 Þ 0:1398ðqRsh0 Isc0 Þ
0:7657ðqn0Rs0Þ 0:2119ðqn0Rsh0 Þ 1ðqn0n0 Þ 0:9954ðqn0 Id0Þ 0:7090ðqn0Isc0Þ
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